Little is known about the evolutionary origins of metabolism. However, key biochemical reactions of glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP), ancient metabolic pathways central to the metabolic network, have non-enzymatic pendants that occur in a prebiotically plausible reaction milieu reconstituted to contain Archean sediment metal components. These non-enzymatic reactions could have given rise to the origin of glycolysis and the PPP during early evolution. Using nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and high-content metabolomics that allowed us to measure several thousand reaction mixtures, we experimentally address the chemical logic of a metabolism-like network constituted from these non-enzymatic reactions. Fe(II), the dominant transition metal component of Archean oceanic sediments, has binding affinity toward metabolic sugar phosphates and drives metabolism-like reactivity acting as both catalyst and cosubstrate. Iron and pH dependencies determine a metabolism-like network topology and comediately reaction rates over several orders of magnitude so that the network adopts conditional activity. Alkaline pH triggered the activity of the non-enzymatic PPP pendant, whereas gentle acidic or neutral conditions favored non-enzymatic glycolytic reactions. Fe(II)-sensitive glycolytic and PPP-like reactions thus form a chemical network mimicking structural features of extant carbon metabolism, including topology, pH dependency, and conditional reactivity. Chemical networks that obtain structure and catalysis on the basis of transition metals found in Archean sediments are hence plausible direct precursors of cellular metabolic networks.

INTRODUCTION

The origin of metabolism was one of the crucial early evolutionary developments and rendered the first organisms independent of obtaining biochemical constituents such as carbohydrates (1, 2), amino acids (3), or nucleobase precursors (4, 5) and their possible phosphorylation (6) from the environment. Before enzymes were in place, the first biomolecules must have formed by chemical means, achieving a non-enzymatic chemistry that allowed the first organisms to establish compartments and rudimentary genetic mechanisms (4, 7–10). However, little is known how life then managed to switch away from using non-enzymatic reactions by establishing a metabolic network. A key question concentrates around the problem of whether the conserved metabolic network structure in modern organisms is a result of genetics or descends from a preserved non-enzymatic core (11, 12). A major restriction towards the formed molecules is that Darwinian evolution can only select for a functional product, rather than for an intermediate, and dictates that metabolic pathways originate as functional systems (9, 10). A likely scenario for the origin of first metabolic pathways hence involves non-enzymatic reaction sequences that form a template on which a stepwise selection of early enzymes or ribozymes can commence (13). The large compendium of entries in the Beilstein database of molecules and reactions are indicative of an enormous chemical space, which is contrasted by the (comparatively) small proportions of reactions that participate in the metabolic network. The key for shaping the modern metabolic network could hence indeed be the dependency on a restricted number of inorganic catalysts, which would have reduced the chemical space to those reactions achievable with the simple molecules available (14–16). However, a limitation to this interpretation has been that enzymes use highly complex structures to achieve metabolic reactivity, creating skepticism that a critical set of metabolism-like reactions is indeed achievable with environmentally available inorganic catalysts (17, 18). Such scenario, however, has recently gained plausibility after the discovery of a series of non-enzymatic and mutually compatible pendants for metabolic reactions that constitute the (partially overlapping) metabolic pathways glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, and pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) in the modern cell (19). Although these pathways exist in several variations, such as the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas and Entner-Doudoroff pathways, most of the interconversions depend on the same reactions and play a virtually universal role in providing precursors for the synthesis of nucleotides, amino acids, lipids, and energy cosubstrates, implying an origin of these pathways at an early stage of evolution (20–24).

Here, we address the chemical properties of a network of non-enzymatic glycolytic and PPP-like reactions. We found these to be largely sensitive to Fe(II) participating as a cosubstrate and/or catalyst. A non-enzymatic chemical network assembled from these reactions is strongly influenced by pH, causing reaction rates to vary over several orders of magnitude. Systematic quantification of the time/iron/pH dependency landscapes for 26 metabolism-like non-enzymatic reactions in more than 4000 liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) experiments reveals that similar reactivity and iron/pH profiles distinguish non-enzymatic glycolytic from non-enzymatic PPP reactions. Moderate changes in pH thus affect network dynamics and the distribution of reactivity within the two non-enzymatic pathways that resemble central carbon metabolism in the enzymatic world.
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RESULTS

The interaction of metabolic sugar phosphates with iron in aqueous solution

Non-enzymatic glycolytic and PPP-like reactions are sensitive to the presence of metal ions, particularly iron (19). We speculated that, to achieve metabolism-like reactions, metal ions have to directly interact with the metabolites. Fe(II) is a highly concentrated metal in Archean oceanic sediments (25, 26) and was the strongest single contributor to specific sugar phosphate interconversions (19). 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was used to investigate its ability to bind R5P and 6PG, metabolites that are part of the PPP and that react non-enzymatically in a PPP-like manner (19), by exploiting the paramagnetic properties of Fe²⁺/Fe³⁺ ions; their unpaired electrons alter the NMR properties of surrounding solvated molecules (27). Specifically, the three main effects that can be observed upon metal-ligand interactions are changes in chemical shift and shortening of the spin-lattice relaxation times ($T_1$) and spin-spin relaxation times ($T_2$) (28, 29).

Exposing 20 mM R5P to Fe(II) and Fe(III) at increasing concentrations revealed an interaction of the sugar phosphate with Fe(II), shown by the shortening of the $T_2$ relaxation times and changes in chemical shifts (Fig. 1A, left panel, and fig. S1). Asymmetric changes of signal intensities allowed to identify the strongest response within protons closest to the phosphate group (positions 5 and 10 at 3.85/3.91 ppm), implying that the positively charged metal ion binds primarily to the negatively charged phosphate group. Furthermore, Fe(II) triggered conformational changes within the R5P molecule, as revealed by the $T_1$ relaxation time experiments (table S1): Fe(II) initiates a rapid initial drop

---

**Fig. 1. Metabolite/iron interactions are facilitated by negative charge and phosphate residues.** (A) Fe(II) (left panel) or Fe(III) (central panel) was combined up to equimolar levels with 20 mM ribose-5-phosphate (R5P). 1H NMR spectra were recorded to monitor peak broadening ($T_2$) induced by iron proximity. Fe(II) spectra reveal an asymmetric effect on the molecule (that is, compare peaks 5 and 10 with 2, 4, and 9). Right panel: Peak assignment to the 1H NMR signals with protons next to negatively charged groups (highlighted in red). For optimal peak visualization, spectra are normalized to the respective maximum peak (table S5 for integrated peak areas). Iron binding suppresses R5P signals with increasing concentrations. (B) Similar to (A) but with 6-phosphogluconate (6PG) and Fe(II). Peaks 1 and 5, which are closest to the carboxyl and phosphoryl groups, are the most affected by iron and indicate initial binding at these sites (table S5 for integrated peak areas). (C) Similar to (A) but with triethanolamine and Fe(II) as control. Here, no comparable Fe(II) effect is observed (table S5 for integrated peak areas). For all experiments, one of three representative replicates is shown. Complete iron dilution series and $T_1$ experiment results are given in figs. S1 to S4 and tables S1 to S4.

---
in the average distance (corresponding to \(T_1\)) between the metal and the section of RSP in proximity to the phosphate group \([3.85, 3.91, \text{and} \ 5.39 \text{ ppm at} \ 0.2 \ \mu \text{M Fe(II)}]\), whereas, at higher Fe(II) concentrations, this was partially reversed, indicating structural rearrangements. At equimolar Fe (II) concentration, the \(T_1\) for most protons was too short to be reliably measured. Together, this shows that Fe(II) interacts differently with the \(\alpha-D\) and \(\beta-D\) forms of ribofuranose-5-phosphate (Fig. 1A), which was not observed to the same extent for Fe(III), that was following a much more linear behavior (Fig. 1A, fig. S2, and table S2).

The carboxyl group of 6PG represents another anionic group that did facilitate additional iron binding reflected in the \(T_1\) and \(^{1}H\) NMR data, which indicates close proximity of protons near the 6PG phosphate and carboxyl groups [nuclei (1) and (5); Fig. 1B, fig. S3, and table S3]. As control, we performed a similar study using cationic triethylamine as substrate (Fig. 1C) and observed general \(T_2\)-related peak broadening, common to all proton groups in the triethylamine molecule, without comparable disruption of peak integrity (fig. S4).

Fe(II) functions as cosubstrate in 6PG and RSP metabolism-like reactivity
Iron-dependent sugar phosphate reactivity was studied in 5-hour time course experiments, conducted at 70°C in an anoxic chamber by quantifying obtained samples via \(n\)-octylammonium acetate–enhanced LC-MS/MS analysis (19, 30). Different roles of iron on sugar phosphate reactivity were revealed, as exemplified for three representative metabolism-like reactions: resembling the PPP, 6PG is non-enzymatically converted into R5P exclusively in the presence of iron, with fast initial product formation within 60 min, followed by subsequently decreasing R5P levels (Fig. 2B, top). In contrast, the isomerization rate of R5P into xylulose-5-phosphate and ribulose-5-phosphate (X5P/Ru5P), occurring downstream in the PPP, was decreased in the presence of iron and reached a steady state after 2 hours (Fig. 2B, central). A third type of profile is exemplified by the non-enzymatic pendant of the glycolytic interconversion of phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate (PEP→Pyr). This occurred slowly without metal but was strongly accelerated by iron (Fig. 2B, bottom). All three reactions were hence influenced by Fe(II), although in a different manner.

Fe(II) oxidation triggers the formation of Fe(OH)\(_3\) complexes that withdraw hydroxide ions, which would result in acidification. In the absence of metabolites, 90% of iron remained detectable as Fe(II) over the 5-hour time course (Fig. 2C, full line), whereas 10% formed insoluble Fe(OH)\(_3\) complexes (Fig. 2, D, red full lines, and E, full line). In the presence of 6PG and R5P, Fe(II) concentration decreased faster (Fig. 2C, dotted lines) and triggered a drop in pH, from between 6.1 and 6.5 to 4.9 (Fig. 2D, red dotted lines). Here, Fe(OH)\(_3\) formation only explained 55 to 70% of Fe(II) depletion (Fig. 2E).

Strong pH dependencies dominate non-enzymatic reactions
We continued by determining pH dependencies for the whole spectrum of non-enzymatic metabolism-like reactions that start from glycolytic and PPP intermediates. Phosphate was considered a suitable buffer system because its existence in Archean aqueous environments is suggested by the geological record. Additionally, the presence of phosphate in early life forms is indirectly confirmed by it being a part of many essential molecules, including the RNA backbone (17). Finally, compared to other inorganic buffer systems, the three possible dissociations of phosphoric acid \((pK_{a1} = 2.148, pK_{a2} = 7.498,\text{ and } pK_{a3} = 12.319)\) allow a broader spectrum of accessible pH values. The phosphate buffer was used at a 25-fold concentration compared to iron (200 \(\mu\)M) to minimize pH fluctuations induced by the reactions themselves. Thirteen metabolites were in triplicate exposed to seven pH conditions and continuously sampled over 5 hours. Experiments were conducted in the presence and absence of Fe(II), at a concentration considered a realistic average for an Archean ocean environment according to sediment constituents (32). Samples were analyzed in more than 4000 LC-MS/MS runs that yielded quantities for 26 metabolism-like non-enzymatic reactions. An illustrative example is a reaction sequence starting from 6PG that resembles the PPP. 6PG reacted to R5P (Fig. 3A, top left panel) fastest at an acidic pH, whereas 6PG to E4P accelerated at neutral/basic pH (Fig. 3A, top central panel). Studying individual intermediates explained the bimodality: R5P is formed as an initial product and further reacts into E4P at pH >7, and R5P is thus only accumulating at pH <6 (Fig. 3A, top right panel).

In contrast, the isomerization of R5P to X5P/Ru5P is slightly faster without Fe(II) (Fig. 3A, bottom left panel), potentially explained by the formation of E4P and Pyr at neutral/basic pH (Fig. 3A, bottom left and central panels). The PEP-to-Pyr reaction was instead fastest at acidic pH (Fig. 3A, bottom right panel). Here, the rate between the Fe(II) and Fe(II)-free solutions was indifferent. This indicated that, in contrast to other reactions, this reaction had been solely affected by pH.

We observed no pentose formation from G6P, whereas such reactivity was found for the isomer F6P. A possible explanation is that F6P prefers a furanose ring conformation facilitating C-C bond breakage required to yield X5P/Ru5P and R5P, whereas G6P is predominantly present as a six-membered pyranose ring (33). This notion is consistent with the 2.5-fold and significantly lower reactivity of G6P \((P = 0.0063, n = 6; \text{pH 8 to 9})\) under alkaline conditions, contrasting with F6P that reacts faster at alkaline pH (Fig. 4A), whereas at acidic pH \((P = 0.94, n = 6; \text{pH 3 to 5})\), where pentose sugar phosphate production from G6P and F6P is inactive, their total reactivity is similar.

Strong pH dependency within a non-enzymatic glycolysis and PPP
In total, for 19 of the 26 reactions, we detected significant pH dependency (Welch’s unequal variances \(t\) test, \(P < 0.05\)) by more than twofold. In 17 cases, the fastest-to-slowest rate differed by more than one order of magnitude (Fig. 3B and tables S6 to S9), and in 4 cases, pH changes could completely abolish reactivity (Fig. 3B, bottom left). pH dependency was also observed for 15 iron-independent reactions, of which 12 were accelerated by more than one order of magnitude (Fig. 3B). In total, only eight reactions were slower in the presence of Fe(II) so that reactivity within the total system, expressed as median, was accelerated 3.15-fold in the presence of Fe(II). The total decomposition
Fig. 2. The role of iron in metabolism-like interconversions among sugar phosphates. (A to F) Under anoxic conditions and in the presence of Fe(II), non-enzymatic reactivity interconverts glycolytic and PPP metabolites (A). Illustrated is a network graph from the panel of non-enzymatic reactions detected in the presence of Archean sediment metals (19), reflecting topological features of glycolysis and the PPP (the illustration orients the Embden-Meyerhof pathway). The exemplary reactions used in (B) to (F) are highlighted in red. DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; G6P, glucose 6-phosphate; F6P, fructose 6-phosphate; F16BP, fructose 1,6-bisphosphate; G3P, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate; 3PG, 3-phosphoglyceric acid; S7P, sedoheptulose 7-phosphate; E4P, erythrose-4-phosphate. (B) Representative examples of metabolism-like non-enzymatic sugar phosphate interconversions. LC–selective reaction monitoring (LC-SRM) absolute quantification was used to measure the time-dependent formation of R5P from 6PG (upper panel), X5P/Ru5P from R5P (center panel), and Pyr from PEP (lower panel) quantified in the presence (red lines) and absence (black lines) of 200 μM Fe(II) in aqueous, anoxic solution. Data are expressed as means ± SD (n = 3). (C) Availability of Fe(II) in (B) over time. Fe(II) (200 μM) without substrate added was included as control; data are expressed as means ± SD (n = 3). (D) pH changes during the reactions as in (C) in the presence (red) or absence (black) of iron. Data are expressed as means ± SD (n = 3). (E) Formation of iron species other than free Fe(II) and Fe(III) contained in hydroxy complexes. Data are expressed as means ± SD (n = 3). (F) UV-vis absorption spectra of 100 μM R5P and 200 μM Fe(II) at different pH. pH was adjusted with HCl and KOH, and ionic strength was corrected with KCl. The dashed line represents a 200 μM Fe(III) + 100 μM R5P control. The dotted line shows Fe(III) control. One representative of three experiments is shown. AU, absorbance unit.
rate decreased less (median change of 1.15-fold) (Fig. 3B, right), demonstrating a parallel increase in the specific formation of glycolytic and PPP intermediates.

Using the LC-SRM spectra from more than 4000 samples, we calculated pH reactivity landscapes by fitting metabolite formation rates to a local polynomial regression model (Loess regression) and normalizing to the highest observed reaction rates (Fig. 4A, left and right panels). Then, to combine the two-dimensional (2D) data of both Fe(II) and pH dependency, we calculated the integral between the Fe(II) and water pH dependency profiles [Fig. 4B; red, Fe(II); black, water]. This analysis revealed that reactions relevant for the metabolic network are clearly faster in the presence of Fe(II) over most of the pH range (Fig. 4B, all red arrows). This is also reflected in the pH dependency of differential reaction rates ($\Delta R_{\text{w/ Fe(II) } - \text{ w/o Fe(II)}}$)}
Hierarchical clustering of pH/iron interdependency profiles divided the reactions in three principal groups, which, remarkably, replicate to a certain extent the topology of the cellular metabolic network: (i) The first cluster consists of 11 reactions that preferentially occur in an acidic environment and included the pentose phosphate isomerizations (6PG→X5P/Ru5P and 6PG→R5P) and the glycolytic dephosphorylation reactions (PEP→Pyr, 3PG→Pyr, F16BP→F6P, and G6P→Glu). (ii) The second cluster is composed of reactions (n = 10) highly accelerated under alkaline conditions and corresponds to the nonoxidative part of the PPP (Ru5P→R5P, R5P→E4P, and F6P→R5P) and six-carbon phosphate isomerization (F6P→G6P) or a combination of these (F6P→E4P). (iii) Finally, the last group (n = 5) exhibits a broad pH preference profile and converts a sugar phosphate (F16BP, R5P, S7P, F6P, or Ru5P) to Pyr. These reactions form the multistep reactions with comparably low total rate (Fig. 3B), in which reactions with different pH optima sequentially occur until Pyr is formed, and hence, these resemble glycolysis.

**DISCUSSION**

The origin of metabolism during the origin of life distinguishes two problems: (i) How did the very first biomolecules form, and where and how did they accumulate to achieve life-compatible concentration? (ii) Upon the origin of life, how have cells learned to establish a metabolic network and to self-synthesize these components? Considerable progress has been made to understand the first problem, for instance, in recent work from Patel and co-workers that proposes a common chemical origin of the life-supporting building blocks from a small set of abiotic precursors driven by UV light and transition metal–accelerated redox cycles (4). Coupled to an Archean environment–constrained reaction space available for these molecules, such systems could have led to self-organization of such a prebiotic chemical system (11, 34, 35).

However, little is known about the other problem, the origin of the metabolic network. Oparin noted that “from a purely chemical standpoint assimilation and dissimilation, the whole of metabolism, is a complicated association of an enormous number of extremely simple and relatively uniform reactions” (36). A century of biochemical research has largely confirmed his assumption; most reactions that participate in metabolism are chemically relatively simple, with repetitive reaction mechanisms, so that enzymes can be classified in solely six categories (37, 38). However, metabolism acquires complexity through the parallel occurrence of many of these simple reactions. There is a long-lasting debate of whether these reactions emerged as the result of evolutionary selection of enzymatic catalysts or whether they are
of environmental-chemical origin (13, 17, 39). Despite the universality of protein-based enzymes in modern metabolic networks, difficulties in explaining the origin of metabolism by genetic selection principles led Morowitz (40), De Duve (41), Wächtershäuser (16), Eschenmoser (42), and others to formulate a conceptual and theoretical framework for a non-enzymatic origin of metabolism. Recently, we could demonstrate the occurrence of non-enzymatic glycolysis and PPP-like reactivity in reconstructed primordial reaction milieus whose salt and metallic compositions oriented on the composition of Archean oceanic sediments and that contained Fe(II), their predominant metal constituent (19). This finding provides experimental evidence for a non-enzymatic origin of metabolic pathways operating within central carbon metabolism.

We found these reactions to be sensitive to the metal constituents. In an early evolutionary context, a metal-dependent reaction network forms a highly attractive hypothesis that may provide a stepwise scenario for the origin of metabolic enzymes (13). Whereas iron solubility is very limited today due to oxidation to Fe(III) [0.2 to 1.2 nM at pH 7 (43); today’s oceans contain less than 0.5 nM iron], reduced Fe(II) is readily water-soluble (26). The Fe(II) concentration of the Archean aquatic environments has suggested around 200 mM, but even higher concentrations of up to 1.2 mM are recently considered (44, 45). Iron was thus abundantly available to first aquatic organisms. If a metabolic pathway started as a series of Fe(II)-dependent reactions, it follows that a simple RNA or peptide molecule with binding affinity for a metal could accelerate all participating reactions in parallel, providing a simple structure that is advantageous to multiple reactions in parallel. Moreover, the anionic groups of RNA or peptide molecules can facilitate Fe(II) binding. In a second step, a metal/RNA or metal/peptide complex would form an ideal template for the selection of more

**Fig. 5.** Conditional activity of a metabolism-like chemical network assembled from non-enzymatic reactions. Observed non-enzymatic reactions were illustrated according to the topology of the Embden-Meyerhof pathway and PPP. Arrow thickness and color intensity indicate the relative acceleration of the reaction at pH 3, 6, and 8 and in the presence (top panel, red) and absence (lower panel, black) of Fe(II). At neutral or slightly acidic pH, multistep reactions representing glycolysis are mostly active, whereas little reactivity in the PPP is observed. At alkaline pH, the PPP and lower glycolysis gain activity. Strongly acidic pH instead favors pentose isomerization and the formation of nonphosphorylated Glu and Pyr.
complex sequences to improve substrate affinity and specificity. In favor of a metal-dependent origin of many metabolic enzymes is that metal ions remain frequently associated with enzyme catalysis; one-third of all enzymes require a metal center for their function (46). Several metal-independent enzymes of higher eukaryotes, for instance, R5P epimerase in the PPP, have metal-dependent counterparts in bacteria and single cellular organisms (47). This implies that, in early organisms, metal catalysis could have been even more widespread and got reduced over the evolutionary time line.

We find metabolism-like, non-enzymatic glycolytic and PPP reactivity dominated by iron; nevertheless, other metal ions such as cobalt, nickel, or molybdenum also catalyze non-enzymatic sugar phosphate interconversions, although with limited capacity (text S1). The formation of iron-metabolite complexes is dynamic, depending on oxidation state and pH (Figs. 1 and 2) with negatively charged phosphate and carboxyl and, to a smaller extent, also polar hydroxyl, groups mediating reactivity. Because of the multitude of possible molecular intermediates, the physicochemical details of Fe-ligand interactions are generally considered complex (48). Our results agree with other previously elaborated examples of iron/carbohydrate chemistry; for instance, the well-studied Fe(III)-citrate interactions involve a variety of mono- and polynuclear complexes whose stable formation depends on their relative concentrations, functional group $pK_a$, and pH (31). Also, the reactions studied herein show (i) strong acceleration of 10- to 100-fold in the presence of iron, (ii) a similarly sized pH-dependent dynamic range, or (iii) a combination of both effects—which is the case for most of the reactions.

In total, we describe 26 reactions that participate in the network, 17 of which are affected by >10-fold pH in the buffer range of 3 to 9 provided by the phosphate buffer. Also, more extreme pH values exceeding 10 would be accessible in geological environments (49) and could result in an even broader spectrum. However, such extreme pH conditions are of minor relevance for cellular metabolic networks and hence have not been addressed in the present paper. The large consequences are illustrated by a multistep reaction sequence resembling the non-enzymatic PPP. This sequence starts with decarboxylation of 6PG as catalyzed by 6PG dehydrogenase in cells. Fe(II) is a known specific catalyst for decarboxylations of $\alpha$-keto carboxylic acids (50), a mechanism with potential compatibility with the $\alpha$-hydroxyl–bearing 6PG. This decarboxylation is followed by subsequent isomerization, yielding analog with PPP, a mixture of the pentose phosphates X5P/Ru5P and R5P. These are then further converted, eventually forming E4P and Pyr. Hence, the final products are the results of multistep rearrangements, including C-C bond breakages and dephosphorylation. In total, this reaction sequence is 30- to 50-fold accelerated by Fe(II) (table S8).

Isomerization reactions among five and six carbon sugars were strongly pH-dependent (R5P$\rightarrow$Ru5P/X5P, Ru5P$\rightarrow$Ru5P, F6P$\rightarrow$G6P). However, this cannot be generally expected for isomerizations because, for example, non-enzymatic prolyl cis-trans isomerization is not pH-dependent (51). This suggests that, although hydrogen ions are neither consumed nor released in the overall reaction, intermediate steps are pH-sensitive. Consistently, R5P is in a pH-dependent manner found in multiple conformations including ribofuranose and ribopyranose (52). The C1-OH of the pyranoside conformation has been recently described as the preferred site of initial ionization when pH is alkaline ($pK_a = 11.8$) (53), compatible with the non-enzymatic pH optimum at pH >8 observed here (Fig. 4A). An analogous trend is also found for enzymes that catalyze these reactions in modern cells that operate at an optimum of pH 8 to 8.5 (fig. S7). Also, the retroaldol/aldol mechanism proposed for Ru5P epimerase requires an initial base-catalyzed deprotonation (54), giving credence to initiating a pH-dependent ionization step.

Each pH favors certain reactions while suppressing others. Mapping a network graph that orients along the structure of Embden-Meyerhof pathway and the PPP (Fig. 5 and Box 1) reveals conditional activity within the network that is also observed in modern cells: in Fe(II)-rich acidic conditions, lower glycolysis and Pyr formations dominate; neutral pH (6 to 7) favors glycolysis, whereas PPP reactions are largely inactive; and alkaline pH (>8) activates the oxidative and nonoxidative PPP reactions. In the absence of the iron, the network is far less connected and active, but some pH dependency remains (Fig. 5, lower panel). In this respect, the abovementioned interdependence of Fe(II) availability and pH establishes a feedback between pH-dependent activation of specific reactions and the state of the metal catalyst.

In modern cells, cellular pH is a function of growth, metabolic activity, and stressors (55, 56), and enzyme-catalyzed metabolic reactions are dependent on pH (38). Several glycolytic enzymes are strongly pH-dependent, and changes in cytosolic pH can be associated with blockage of lower glycolysis (57) and regulate the activity of large parts of metabolism (58). We find that, at least for some enzymes, the pH optimum overlaps with their respective non-enzymatic reactions (fig. S7). Potentially, pH dependency of modern glycolysis and PPP hence persists since the origins of metabolism. Indeed, a variety of different pH conditions were available to first organisms, from alkaline environments around hydrothermal vents at pH 9 to 10 (59, 60) to oceans locally acidified by high quantities of dissolved CO$_2$ and Fe(II) oxidation (61, 62). Other pH gradients establish as a consequence of membrane potential differences (8, 63). Also, non-enzymatic reactions affect environmental pH, for example, by releasing CO$_2$ thereby influencing...
their own reactivity. Metabolism in the first organisms could thus profit from changes in pH to avoid constitutive activity.

In conclusion, Fe(II) serves as both catalyst and cosubstrate to mediate a pH-dependent, anoxic, non-enzymatic interconversion network among metabolic sugar phosphate metabolites that reflects modern glycolytic pathway and PPP in several aspects. Together with geological records that reveal the prevalence of Fe(II) in aqueous environments of the anoxic prebiotic world, the existence and specificity of these reactions imply that pathways of central carbon metabolism could directly originate from pre-enzymatic metal/sugar phosphate chemistry. We find reactions with the same pH optimum neighbor in an experimentally functional reaction network that shares topological similarity with modern cell’s glycolytic pathway and PPP. The coexistence of different pH optima in different parts of the network allows conditional activity, as it does in the modern cell. This implies that changing chemical conditions can, at least in a rudimentary sense, mimic an essential feature of the modern metabolic network, which is to regulate metabolism by the ability to turn metabolic pathways on and off.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Methods summary

Ferrous iron concentrations have been measured with ferrozine and ferric ion photospectroscopically. NMR experiments were carried out using an AVANCE II+ (Bruker) NMR spectrometer operating at 500.13 MHz for the $^1$H frequency, using a 5-mm triple resonance/ X-nucleus/inverse detection (TXI) probe. LC-MS/MS was conducted on an Agilent 1290 UPLC coupled to a 6460 Triple Quadrupole mass spectrometer using an ion pairing method as described previously by Keller et al. (19). Data were obtained upon manually supervised peak integration and analyzed in R.

Ferrozine assay for measuring ferrous iron concentration

The concentration of free Fe(II) was determined spectrophotometrically by measuring ferrous iron–ferrozine [3-(2-pyridyl)-5,6-bis (4-phenylsulfonic acid)-1,2,4-triazine, Sigma] complex formation by its absorbance at 562 nm (64). Samples were combined with ferrozine in ammonium acetate buffer (final concentrations: 8 and 13 mM, respectively). The absolute concentration of ferrous iron in samples was quantified using an external standard dilution series of FeCl$_2$ and FeCl$_3$.

Spectrophotometric method for measuring ferric ion concentration

Absorption spectra of solutions with 100 μM R5P and 200 μM FeCl$_2$ in ultraperformance liquid chromatography (UPLC)-grade water (Biosolve Chemicals) under varied conditions were recorded in the range from 190 to 600 nm in 1-nm steps in quartz cuvettes at 20° to 25°C (Amersham Biosciences) [adapted from Silva et al. (31)]. The pH was adjusted by addition of either 0.1 M potassium hydroxide or 0.1 M hydrochloric acid to no more than 1% of total volume and measured with a Hamilton MiniTrode pH electrode (Hamilton). Total ion concentrations were adjusted by addition of complementing amounts of 0.1 M KCl. Control experiments were conducted with R5P and FeCl$_3$ and FeCl$_3$ alone.

NMR studies of metabolite iron interaction

Samples of 20 mM R5P or 6PG were prepared in deuterated water buffer containing 0.05 mM trimethylsilyl propanoic acid (TSP) as internal standard and sodium azide with a final substrate concentration of 20 mM. FeCl$_3$ or FeCl$_2$ was added at concentrations of 0, 0.2, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 6, 10, and 20 mM. Oxygen was removed from the samples by three repeated vacuum/N$_2$ gas cycles before the sample tubes were sealed in an anoxic chamber (Coy Laboratory Products). As a control, similar experiments were conducted using triethylamine as substrates in combination with ferrous iron. NMR experiments were carried out using an AVANCE II+ (Bruker) NMR spectrometer operating at 500.13 MHz for the $^1$H frequency, using a 5-mm TXI probe. Basic 1D spectra were collected using a solvent suppression pulse sequence based on a 1D version of the nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy pulse sequence to saturate the residual $^1$H water signal (relaxation delay, 2 s; T$_1$ increment, 3 μs; mixing time, 150 ms; solvent presaturation applied during the relaxation time and the mixing time). One hundred twenty-eight transients were collected into 16-K data points over a spectral width of 12 ppm at 298 K.

Longitudinal relaxation times were measured using the inversion recovery pulse sequence, 180-τ-90, with pulse spacing τ having the following values: 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 8, 15, 20, and 25 s. The pulse repetition time was set at 20 s. Eight transients were collected into 16-K data points over a spectral width of 20 ppm at 298 K.

One-dimensional NMR spectra were processed using TopSpin version 3.2 (Bruker). Free induction decays were Fourier-transformed following multiplication by a line broadening of 1 Hz and referenced to TSP at 0.0 ppm. Spectra were automatically phase- and baseline-corrected. For the relaxation times, data were analyzed using the T$_i$/ T$_s$ relaxation module present in TopSpin. After Fourier-transforming, phasing, and baseline-correcting the spectra, peaks corresponding to the different protons in the molecule were integrated for each of the 16 points measured. The resulting curves were fitted using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm according to the equation

$$I(t) = I_0 + P*\exp\left[-\frac{t}{T_1}\right]$$

where $I_0$ is the intensity of the magnetization at time 0, T$_1$ is the longitudinal relaxation time, and P is a parameter that takes into account the 90° radio-frequency pulse imperfection (fig. S5).

Interconversion time course experiments

Metabolite standards were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich at the highest purity available: G6P (product no. 16325), G6P (G7879), F6P (F3627), F16BP (F6803), glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (G5251), dihydroxyacetone phosphate (D7137), 3PG (P8877), PEP (P7127), Pyr (P2256), 6-phosphogluconic acid (P7877), R5P (82875), Ru5P (83899), and S7P (78832). All water (Biosolve Chemicals, catalog no. 23214102) used was of UPLC-MS grade.

Incubations of individual metabolites were performed in sealed high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) vials (5182-0717 and 5182-0716, Agilent Technologies) heated to 70°C in a water bath. For all samples other than Pyr and Glu, sampling was performed after 0, 10, 30, 60, 120, and 300 min by rapid cooling on ice. For Pyr and Glu, sampling was performed at 0, 24, and 168 hours because of their stability under the reaction conditions. Initial metabolite concentrations were 100 μM. The effect of pH on metabolite reactivity was investigated by buffering at pH points 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 with 5 mM sodium phosphate. pH values were initially measured, although during incubations, the
pH was controlled via the buffer capacity of the respective buffer. Iron was added as 200 μM iron(II) chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, 372870), and a separate set of reactions was performed by adding water instead. Buffer and sugar phosphate mixtures were prepared fresh. Vials were sealed in an anoxic chamber (Coy Laboratory Products), with oxygen removed by three repeated vacuum/N₂ gas cycles. Following incubation, the reactions were stopped on ice, and samples were transferred to 384-well plates (Greiner Bio-One, 781186) under normoxic conditions and stored at −80°C until thawed for HPLC-MS/MS measurement.

**LC-SRM and data analysis**

Sugar phosphates were quantified as previously described by Keller et al. (19) using an online coupled HPLC system (Agilent 1290) and triple-quadrupole mass analyzer (Agilent 6460) operating in SRM mode (see MS Tables S1 to S4 for details). Separation was achieved on a C8 column [Zorbax SB-C8 Rapid Resolution HD, 2.1 × 100 mm, 1.8 μm (Agilent); column temperature, 30°C] with an acetonitrile/water gradient (Greyhound Chemicals) over a 7.5-min cycle per sample. Running buffers contained octylammonium acetate (750 mg/liter) prepared from octylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, O5802), as described by Wamelink et al. (30). All above experiments were performed in triplicate.

Data presented herein are the products of the analysis of 3024 LC-SRM runs on samples, plus more than 1000 runs used for external standards, blanks, and controls. MS/MS data were analyzed with MassHunter Workstation (Agilent) using QQQ Quantitative Analysis Software package. All automated peak integrations were manually curated, and manual supervision ensured consistency with regularly measured quality control standards. Absolute concentrations were determined by comparison to repeatedly measured external standard dilution series. Analysis and fitting of reaction rates were performed in R (R Core Team, www.R-project.org).

**Study design**

The sample size in this systematic study was selected according to the requirements for an optimal coverage of the possible reaction space, constrained by time, quality, and methodological requirements of the mass spectrometry measurements. In total, more than 4000 samples were measured (three-fourths samples and one-fourth controls and standards). The samples were prepared in at least three independent replicates. Rarely occurring outliers were not excluded from the data set because functions chosen for fitting reaction rate data were robust against single inaccurate values. Time points for time series measurements were selected according to our previous experiences with comparable experiments (19), allowing to quantify fast and relatively slow non-enzymatic interconversions within the same experiment.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2/1/e1501235/DC1
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